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1. At Pre-Con meeting Corps establishes the project team and decision makers. And the
contractor assists with identifying what types of decisions will arise and how quickly we
should react. Mike Feldman
2. Designers or technical leads should be at Preparatory meeting. Rob Schiffer
3. Establish levels of authority at Pre-Con meetings. Rob Schiffer
4. Ensure that team members know about the Project History and Project Goals. Jeff
Derrick and Freddie Rush
5. MVS contracting will make regional leaders aware of how St. Louis District is
implementing “low price technically acceptable”. Yolanda Arthur may share this
information with monthly phone call or meeting with other Chiefs of Contracting within
7 Districts.
6. Yolanda Arthur will bring to the attention of regional MVD about “place of
performance”.
7. Freddie Rush will work with Robin Baldwin director of contracts for USACE in
Headquarters reusing of past performance questionnaires.
8. Freddie Rush and contractors are working on input to the new USACE safety manual.
9. MVS Contracting to investigate why unit prices on IFB bid abstracts are not being
posted. Freddie Rush will also participate in the meeting. Yolanda will get with Freddie
about the outcome of the meeting.
10. Yolanda Arthur will discuss with regional leaders about having consistency with table of
contents at the beginning of the contract clauses.
11. Yolanda Arthur wants construction involved in the acquisition strategy from the
beginning. Jay Fowler and Arch Ringgenberg.
12. MVS will take a look at reviewing the scope of work for the requirement before they set
RFP small business subcontracting goals. Mike Feldman
13. Corps will provide feedback about deficiencies and opportunities for improvement to
contractors so the contractor can work to improve their performance. Mike Feldman and
Freddie Rush

